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bdran1360
2023

Law and Tech Governance

5.00 credits 30.0 h Q2

Teacher(s) Giacometti Mona ;Helleputte Charles-Albert ;Marique Enguerrand (coordinator) ;

Language : English

Place of the course Bruxelles Saint-Louis

Prerequisites The prerequisite(s) for this Teaching Unit (Unité d’enseignement – UE) for the programmes/courses that offer this Teaching Unit
are specified at the end of this sheet.

Learning outcomes At the end of this learning unit, the student is able to :
At the end of this module, the students shall be able:

- to identify and understand the challenges of digitalization and to critically assess both existing frameworks as well
as proposals for reforms that include digital dimensions; and

- to master the main legal instruments pertaining to digital activities; and

- to use legal skills acquired in other learning activities and apply them in a digital context; and

- to solve frequent legal issues occurring in the digital sphere; and

- to improve their understanding of the role(s) and use(s) of the law in a democratic society; and

- to express a personal opinion on a “law and tech” topic that is discussed in the news

Evaluation methods In the first session of exams, the evaluation will occur in three parts (subject to the actual group size):

- A first part of the evaluation (70%) will occur through a take-home exercise that shall be carried out individually
(or in groups of 2 if the amount of students attending the class is too high). This part assesses the fundamental
learning outcomes that student should master. Students will be asked to submit a short paper pertaining to one or
several of the concepts examined during the lecture and to present it on the day of the final exam.

- The second part of the evaluation (30%) is a traditional oral exam, with one or two punctual questions (with no
preparation time)

Teaching methods - Before each lecture, students will be given readings (including case-law, legislations or scholarship), together
with cases that will be solved during the class that will help them prepare the readings.

- The lectures will be built upon realistic case scenarios. In each lecture, the lecturers or their guests will first present
the actual case study that will guide the teaching.

- Tools to foster interaction will also be embedded into the pedagogic approach (live polling, debates, etc.) Students
will be called to participate actively in class.

Students may also be required to attend (online) conferences in addition to the lectures. These conferences will
be debriefed in class.

Content The content of the module is structured in 12 sessions of 2 hours. During the first session, students will be introduced
to the concept of law and technology, to legal sources applicable to technology, the legal challenges of technology
and to the technical concepts of data, algorithms/software and infrastructure.

The first part of the course will be devoted to examining how law regulates technologies, with a focus on secondary
Union laws (even if national frameworks will also be discussed). The classes will therefore focus on privacy,
cybercrimes, digital evidence, data law in Europe, on consumer protection, the Internet of Things, on regulation
of artificial intelligence and on cybersecurity issues.

The second part of the course will focus on the regulation of digital operators and users, with a specific focus on
the newly adopted Digital Services Act (with a focus on the provision of digital services and the liability of digital
intermediaries in Europe).

A wrap-up session will discuss how to build trust in the digital sphere.
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Learning outcomes

Bachelor in Law (shift schedule) DRDB1BA 5 BHDDR1110 AND BHDDR1112

Bachelor in Law DROB1BA 5 BDROI1110 AND BDROI1112

Bachelor in Law French-English

(and French-English-Dutch)
DRAB1BA 5 BDROI1110 AND BDROI1112

Bachelor in Law French-Dutch

(and French-Dutch-English)
DRNB1BA 5

BDROI1110 AND EMHUB1110

AND BDRNL1130

Bachelor in Political Sciences SPOB1BA 5 BESPO1176

Bachelor in Political Sciences

(French-English)
SPAB1BA 5 BESPO1176

https://uclouvain.be/en-prog-2023-drdb1ba.html
https://uclouvain.be/en-cours-2023-bhddr1110
https://uclouvain.be/en-cours-2023-bhddr1112
https://uclouvain.be/en-prog-2023-drdb1ba-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html
https://uclouvain.be/en-prog-2023-drob1ba.html
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